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ANATOMY

EAR, NOSE AND THROAT

CARDIOLOGY

CHANGE AND CHALLENGE 
IN HUMAN STRUCTURE — 
SIXTY YEARS ON
From Cutting and Counting, through 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Molecules 
and Modelling, to Brain and Behaviour!
by Charles Oxnard (University of Western 
Australia, Australia)

“I strongly recommend this marvellous book 
that should be of interest to students and 
professional anatomists alike. While topographical anatomical teaching 
is the norm today, with the focus only on the body of facts needed to 
practice medicine, Oxnard demonstrates that the historical dimension, 
how anatomies come about and how they work, add richness and 
interest to the subject. They transform anatomy from a descriptive to a 
hypothesis-testing science. With this comes both a broader educational 
experience and a reimagining of anatomy as a discipline worthy of deeper 
inquiry. Oxnard brings all of this to life in this fascinating account of his 
sixty years of anatomical investigation and thinking. With its curious 
and exciting insights into anatomical form and function, it will engage, 
inspire and educate.” 

Paul O’Higgins
Professor of Anatomy
University of York, UK

300pp Jan 2024
978-981-126-292-0 US$108 £85
978-981-126-293-7(ebook)   US$173     £140

UNCERTAINTY, DECISION-MAKING AND 
TEAM WORK IN HIGH-TECH HEALTHCARE
PERSON-SoulMindBody-HOOD & Relational Medicine
by Federica Raia (University of California, Los Angeles, USA), 
Murray Kwon (University of California, Los Angeles, USA) &  
Mario Deng (University of California, Los Angeles, USA)

In bringing different data, perspectives, and facets of understanding to 
bear, this book offers a novel approach to studying high-tech medical 
care grounded in Federica Raia’s Relational Ontology framework of 
understanding everyday practice. Using a micro-ethnographic data 
analysis and a participatory research strategy, we unravel a heretofore 
unrecognized universe of practice themes and present suggestions 
for medical education and training aimed at continuous practice 
improvement.

200pp Oct 2022
978-981-125-467-3 US$78 £60
978-981-125-468-0(ebook)   US$125     £100

THE HEART — AN ELEGANT 
PUMP
Its Origins and Partners
by Desmond J Sheridan (Imperial College 
London, UK)

Our hearts have evolved to be extremely 
efficient, long-lasting pumps that exquisitely 
match the needs of our bodies. This book is 
about how the heart does this; how can a heart 
pump the blood for up to one hundred years 
while the best formula one racing engine has a working life measured in 
hours? Why is the heart so efficient, and how are worn out parts replaced 
while working? How does it generate the force to act as a pump, how 
is it controlled electrically, and how can it repair itself?

350pp Sep 2022
978-1-80061-250-1 US$138 £110
978-1-80061-251-8(ebook)    US$221     £175

MEDICAL STUDENT SURVIVAL GUIDE TO 
CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
by Frank Manetta (Hofstra-North Shore LIJ School of Medicine, USA)

Cardiothoracic Surgery rotations can be intimidating for the novice 
medical student and resident. The manual represents a hands-
on approach to the diagnosis and management of patients with 
cardiothoracic pathology. It is concise for rapid reference on the wards or 
on the go. Each chapter begins with “survival points” which represent key 
ideas. References are listed at the end of each chapter for further study.

300pp Feb 2024
978-981-4596-16-9(pbk) US$48 £40
978-981-4596-15-2 US$85 £71
978-981-4596-17-6(ebook)   US$137      £110

TO HEAR AGAIN, TO SING 
AGAIN
A Memoir by Ellis Douek, ENT Surgeon 
and Hearing Implant Pioneer
by Ellis Douek (Guy’s and St Thomas’ 
Hospital, UK)

“There is widespread interest in aspects of a 
life spent in medical care and in aspects of 
medical sciences and related discoveries, on 
the part of others involved in such activities 
and on the part of the general public. It is seldom that we get to learn 
from Ear, Nose & Throat experts. This 10-chapter book by surgeon Dr 
Douek makes for great reading.” 

Moyra Smith
Professor Emeritus 

University of California Irvine, USA

This is an autobiography of Ellis Douek, one of the pioneers of hearing 
implants, whose name lives on through the middle ear device Douek-
MED™. Shedding light on the life of a surgeon from the early days of the 
UK National Health Service, it not only covers the highlights of Douek’s 
medical career but also contains sensational, no-holds-barred tales of 
his interactions from ordinary patients to well-known singers, kings, 
emperors and dictators. We read about a social dinner-turned-mass 
consultation session for the entire Cabinet; using an innovative hearing 
test to expose a financial scam; a wife who dumped her loyal husband 
after being cured; a curious encounter with Michael Jackson; and not 
getting paid by Gaddafi’s staff, causing an epic coup by the Libyan 
dictator on his own embassy. It is at once unflinching and compassionate, 
offering a searingly honest firsthand account of his trailblazing journey 
to leave a mark in history.

188pp Aug 2022
978-981-125-543-4 US$48 £40
978-981-125-544-1(ebook)    US$98       £80

REGENERATION OF SALIVARY GLANDS
edited by Guy Carpenter (King’s College London, UK)

The book examines the current state of salivary regeneration by 
understanding the normal processes of development, function and 
tissue repair. It also explores the experimental and clinical approaches to 
stem cell therapy, mostly for irradiation induced salivary gland damage.

Irradiation of head and neck cancers often involves the inclusion of 
salivary glands as it is difficult to focus the beams accurately enough. 
As a result, irritation of oral tissues and loss of saliva often lead to 
mucositis, which is the leading cause for patients not completing their 
treatments. Based on basic research that has shown stem cells develop 
into salivary glands, the regeneration process recapitulates aspects of 
this stem cell differentiation. 

350pp Jul 2023
978-981-3143-43-2 US$130 £108
978-981-3143-44-9(ebook)    US$208     £165
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GENERAL HEALTHCARE

ALL ABOUT EVE
Your Women’s Health Questions 
Answered
edited by Annabel Chew (Singapore 
National Eye Centre, Singapore), Ching 
Lin Ho (Singapore National Eye Centre, 
Singapore) & Jade Kua (Woodlands Health, 
Singapore)

Over the years, the Association of Women 
Doctors Singapore (AWDS) has observed 
and keenly understands the myriad of 
responsibilities and roles of a modern woman. Daughter, mother, wife, 
caregiver, career woman, volunteer, advocate — it is common for many 
women to be juggling multiple roles at any given time. While being 
the key in maintaining healthy families, they often overlook their own 
physical, mental and even emotional health. This book was produced 
where women can find comprehensive information about health issues 
they may have to navigate in every stage of life.

300pp Sep 2022
978-981-123-853-6(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-123-779-9 US$58 £50
978-981-123-780-5(ebook)   US$98       £80

THE KEY TO HEALTHY LIVING
A COVID-19 Warrior Talks About Health
by Nanshan Zhong (Guangzhou Institute of 
Respiratory Diseases, China) 
Translated by John Qiong Wang

As a doctor who has been treating patients for 
a few decades, Dr Zhong Nanshan’s goal is 
to help people have a deeper understanding 
of the importance of health and their current 
sub-health status. In this book, Dr Zhong 
highlights five fundamental elements focusing 
on the key to a healthy life. He leads us to gain control of our health and 
lead a better lifestyle. Without using complex medical jargon, this book 
effectively guides all who are keen to improve their health and general 
well-being, through easy-to-understand procedures, colorful illustrations 
and up-to-date charts.

148pp Aug 2021
978-981-123-748-5(pbk) US$19.95   £20
978-981-123-680-8 US$48   £40
978-981-123-681-5(ebook)  US$98        £80

LEARNING AND TEACHING 
AIKIDO
by Fred Phillips (University of New Mexico, 
USA)

“Dr Fred Phillips is a serious researcher and 
aikidoka who has incorporated his lifelong 
aikido training philosophy into this book. This 
book is not a technical treatise, but practicing 
aikidoka should keep its well-organized ideas 
in mind at all times. I recommend reading it.” 

Yoon, Dae Hyun, Shihan
Chairman of the Korean Aikido Federation

“Learning and Teaching Aikido is a very insightful book that explores 
Aikido from the perspectives of students and instructors. Both will gain 
valuable knowledge from this book.”

Tim Spies
5th Dan, Chicago Regional Director 

Aikido Association of America

160pp Jun 2021
978-981-123-057-8 US$38 £35
978-981-123-058-5(ebook)    US$98      £80

THE DARK SIDE OF 
HEALTHCARE
Issues, Cases, and Lessons for the Future
by Brian Edwards (University of Sheffield, UK)

The Dark Side of Healthcare draws uncom-
fortable lessons from over 300 case studies 
of events that occurred in the healthcare 
sector. Health services have many skilled and 
dedicated professionals but there is a dark side 
that cannot be ignored. The unthinkable has 
happened and might have been prevented.

The case studies from many countries include serial killers with a health 
background, drugs and medical devices that proved to be dangerous, 
negligent and poor clinical practices, as well as incompetent and weak 
management that led to failing hospitals and harm to patients. There are 
also corruption cases, accidents at work, and cases involving the sexual 
exploitation of children. Politicians’ early responses to COVID-19 and 
the subsequent missteps are also scrutinised. Many of the errors and 
omissions that led to patient harm have been repeated.

368pp Jun 2021
978-981-123-137-7 US$58 £50
978-981-123-138-4(ebook)  US$98     £80

HEALTH REFORMS ACROSS 
THE WORLD
The Experience of Twelve Small and 
Medium-sized Nations with Changing 
Their Healthcare Systems
edited by Kieke Okma (McGill University, 
Canada & Catholic University, Leuven, 
Belgium) & Tim Tenbensel (University of 
Auckland, New Zealand)

“This book describes how health policy has 
evolved in 12 small- and mid-sized countries. They provide a natural 
experiment for reviewing the British NHS and the Bismarckian social 
insurance models. By including low and middle income countries, 
the widening gap between egalitarian goals and increasing costs of 
delivering high-tech services are brought into focus. I recommend this 
book to those who wish to learn about the health care system of the 12 
countries and to those trying to understand how a theoretical framework 
can be applied to policy-making in health care.” 

Naoki Ikegami
Professor Emeritus, Keio University, Tokyo

392pp Mar 2020
978-981-125-224-2(pbk) US$58 £50
978-981-120-891-1 US$128 £115
978-981-120-892-8(ebook)    US$205     £185

 

Submit your paper to this journal.  
Recommend this journal to your librarian!

JOURNAL OF BIOINFORMATICS AND 
COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY (JBCB)
https://www.worldscientific.com/jbcb

IMPACT FACTOR:1.204
This journal aims to publish high quality, 
original research articles, expository 
tutorial papers and review papers as well 
as short, critical comments on technical 
issues associated with the analysis of 
cellular information. The research papers 
will be technical presentations of new 
assertions, discoveries and tools, intended 
for a narrower specialist community. 

For a free institutional trial or subscribe to this journal,  
please contact us at sales@wspc.com

*Please log in to your existing account or register for a  
FREE account to enjoy FREE access to the selected articles.

Check out the 
FREE articles 

online!
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GENERAL MEDICINE

IMMUNOLOGY

HOW MEDICINES WORK
Illustrated
by William S Hancock  
(Northeastern University, USA)

“William Hancock ... has done a masterful 
job of using visuals to explain the cellular 
biochemistry of diseases and how medicines 
are used to treat those diseases. With its 
clear and concise descriptions, it is the 
perfect reference to have close at hand when 
discussing diseases and medicines with those 
in the general public.” 

Kenneth R Miller, PhD
Director, Biologics Operation, AstraZeneca

This highly illustrated volume describe through clear diagrams and 
concise text, how the most prescribed, as well as new medicines, work 
in the body for a broad range of diseases. 

200pp Aug 2022
978-981-124-819-1 US$58 £50
978-981-124-820-7(ebook)   US$98   £80

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
DECODED
The History, Present, and Future of 
Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia  
(2nd Edition)
by Ronald Sahyouni (University of 
California, San Diego, USA), Nolan Brown 
(University of California, Irvine, USA) & 
Jefferson Chen (University of California, 
Irvine, USA)

This book aims to present, educate and inform 
individuals about Alzheimer’s disease in a comprehensive manner. Its 
scope ranges from the discovery of the disease, epidemiology and 
basic biological principles underlying it, to advanced stem cell therapies 
used in the treatment of Alzheimer’s. It adopts a “global” perspective 
on Alzheimer’s disease, and include epidemiological data and science 
from worldwide.

424pp Jan 2022
978-981-123-622-8(pbk) US$38 £30
978-981-123-510-8 US$98 £80
978-981-123-511-5(ebook)   US$157    £130

NOBEL LECTURES IN 
PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE 
(2016 – 2020)
edited by Bo Angelin (Karolinska Institutet, 
Sweden)

Collection of the Nobel lectures delivered by 
the Nobel laureates with their biographies and 
presentation speeches. 

(2016) Yoshinori Ohsumi “for his discoveries 
of mechanisms for autophagy”

(2017) Jeffrey C Hall, Michael Rosbash and Michael W Young “for their 
discoveries of molecular mechanisms controlling the circadian rhythm”

(2018) James P Allison and Tasuku Honjo “for their discovery of cancer 
therapy by inhibition of negative immune regulation”

(2019) William G Kaelin Jr, Sir Peter J Ratcliffe and Gregg L Semenza 
“for their discoveries of how cells sense and adapt to oxygen availability”

(2020) Harvey J Alter, Michael Houghton and Charles M Rice  
“for the discovery of Hepatitis C virus”

700pp Feb 2023
978-981-126-063-6 US$178 £140
978-981-126-064-3(ebook)    US$285    £225

NOBEL LECTURES IN 
PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE 
(2011 – 2015)
edited by Bo Angelin (Karolinska Institutet, 
Sweden)

Collection of the Nobel lectures delivered by 
the Nobel laureates with their biographies and 
presentation speeches.

(2011) Bruce A Beutler and Jules A Hoffmann 
“for their discoveries concerning the activation 
of innate immunity”, and Ralph M Steinman “for his discovery of the 
dendritic cell and its role in adaptive immunity”

(2012) Sir John B Gurdon and Shinya Yamanaka “for the discovery 
that mature cells can be reprogrammed to become pluripotent”

(2013) James E Rothman, Randy W Schekman and Thomas C 
Südhof “for their discoveries of machinery regulating vesicle traffic,  
a major transport system in our cells”

(2014) John O’Keefe, May-Britt Moser and Edvard I Moser “for their 
discoveries of cells that constitute a positioning system in the brain”

(2015) William C Campbell and Satoshi Satoshi Ōmura”for their 
discoveries concerning a novel therapy against infections caused by 
roundworm parasites”, and Tu Youyou “for her discoveries concerning 
a novel therapy against Malaria”.

752pp May 2022
978-981-124-682-1(pbk) US$98 £80
978-981-124-558-9 US$188 £150
978-981-124-559-6(ebook)   US$301     £240

AIMING AT MEDICINE
A Human Biology, Health Science and Medical Career 
Approach
by Charles Oxnard (University of Western Australia, Australia)

Though first a doctor who treated patients, the author became a 
professor, questioning facts (researching), exciting students (teaching), 
borrowing ideas (from the breadth of science, statistics, technology, 
engineering and medicine), and challenging ‘how it all works’. Though 
beginning gently, the question in the book eventually leads fiercely 
into how research, teaching, practice and service really occur, and to 
ferocious challenges both inside academia and out in society.

300pp Oct 2022
978-981-126-419-1(pbk) US$38 £30
978-981-126-333-0 US$98 £80
978-981-126-334-7(ebook)   US$157    £125

THE DOUBLE MEMBRANE
Autophagy from Cell Biology to Immunity 
edited by Vojo Deretic (University of New Mexico, USA)

Autophagy is an emerging biomedical paradigm. It affects all aspects 
of human health and disease conditions including aging, cancer, 
immunity and inflammation, Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease, 
Parkinson’s disease, diabetes and other metabolic disorders, muscle 
trophy, and congenital myopathies. The book provides a comprehensive 
review of the current knowledge of autophagy present in the world today. 

150pp Feb 2023
978-1-84816-974-6 US$94 £78
978-1-84816-975-3(ebook)   US$150 £120
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES

OVERWHELMED
A Tale of Cascading Viral Outbreaks
by Jon Abramson (Wake Forest School of 
Medicine, USA)

Since the start of the 21st century, the world 
has been experiencing numerous infectious 
disease outbreaks, with little time to breath 
between events. This fictional novel takes 
place in various countries across the globe 
that are dealing with large infectious disease 
outbreaks due to viruses causing yellow fever, 
Zika, , Ebola and COVID-19. David Ferguson, in the World Health 
Organization’s Emergency Preparedness Division, attempts to deal with 
these outbreaks, but must overcome numerous logistical, political and 
ethical roadblocks while becoming involved in a romantic relationship 
with Aceline Durand, who works for Medecins Sans Frontiers.

220pp Apr 2022
978-981-123-858-1(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-124-034-8 US$58 £50
978-981-123-859-8(ebook)  US$98      £80

COVID-19 UNMASKED
The News, the Science, and Common 
Sense
by Winfried Just (Ohio University, USA)

How can we keep up with the deluge of 
information about COVID-19 and tell which 
parts are most important and trustworthy?

The book focuses on epidemiology, the science 
of how infections spread and how the spread 
can be mitigated. The science of how many 
infections can be prevented by certain kinds of actions. This is what 
we need to understand if we want to act wisely, as individuals and as 
a society.

408pp Mar 2021
978-981-123-561-0(pbk) US$38 £35
978-981-123-359-3 US$68 £60
978-981-123-360-9(ebook)   US$109    £95

THE COVID-19 CHRONICLES
Singapore’s Journey from Pandemia to 
Peri-Pandemic Limbo
by Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, 
National University of Singapore
Illustrated by Andrew Tan & Anngee Neo

“Singapore’s response to COVID-19 has been 
truly exemplary, and is strongly embedded 
in both lessons from the SARS experience, 
a strong science, education and health 
foundation, and leadership at many levels. At the same time, this 
creative publication illustrates how Singapore has set new standards in 
health communication — scientifically accurate, appealing to a diverse 
audience, and at times funny.” 

Baron Peter Piot
Ebola and HIV researcher

founding Executive Director of UNAIDS and Under Secretary-
General of the United Nations (1995 – 2008)

Handa Professor of Global Health and Director of the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (2010 – 2021)

212pp Feb 2022
978-981-125-144-3(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-124-542-8 US$58 £50
978-981-125-105-4(ebook)   US$98     £80

COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN 
SINGAPORE
edited by Yee-Sin Leo (National Centre 
for Infectious Diseases, Singapore) & Paul 
Tambyah (National University of Singapore, 
Singapore)

“While the world still battles the COVID-19 
pandemic, this book provides a useful and 
comprehensive synthesis of country case 
studies, disease epidemiology, and the 
containment measures and actions taken by Singapore to control 
the spread of the virus. It shows clear insight into the hurdles and 
successes of the Singapore response, providing lessons learnt which 
could and should be used by other nations. The opportunity to learn 
from the expertise and experience of colleagues in Singapore has been 
a longstanding privilege. The book will also be valuable in planning for 
future pandemics and in outbreak responses.” 

Professor Alison Holmes
Professor of Infectious Diseases, Imperial College London and

President of the International Society for Infectious Diseases

264pp Jun 2022
978-981-123-982-3(pbk) US$38 £30
978-981-123-937-3 US$68 £55
978-981-123-938-0(ebook) US$116   £95

EVALUATING COVID-19
edited by Charles Pasternak  
(Oxford International Biomedical Centre, UK)

“The scope is wide ranging and Professor 
Pasternak has attracted key individuals in the 
UK, USA and UN organisations to be involved 
in writing appropriate chapters covering 
the epidemiology, economic consequences 
and legacy for future clinical approaches to 
pandemics. This is a timely book which will be 
of great interest worldwide.” 

Edith Sim
Emeritus Professor

University of Oxford, UK

This book aims to answer two questions: What have we learnt from the 
COVID-19 virus outbreak, and what should we do to prevent further 
pandemics in the future?

200pp Oct 2023
978-981-126-281-4 US$78 £60
978-981-126-282-1(ebook)    US$125   £100

NAVIGATING THE PANDEMIC
Talking Sense and Sensibility about COVID-19
by Poh Lian Lim (National Centre for Infectious Diseases (NCID), 
Singapore)

This book is a warm and honest discussion of facts, uncertainties, and 
experiences by an infectious disease expert working on the frontlines 
of the COVID pandemic in Singapore. It distills medical, public health 
and personal insights that may be helpful to anyone trying to understand 
COVID-19, and how individuals, communities and countries can try  
to navigate the evolving impact of this pandemic that we are all  
grappling with.

200pp Jul 2023
978-981-124-571-8(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-124-395-0 US$58 £50
978-981-124-396-7(ebook)    US$98      £80
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MEDICAL EDUCATION

A STRATEGY TO AND WORKED PRACTICE 
FOR THE MRCP PACES
by Jie Ming Nigel Fong (Singapore General Hospital, Singapore) & 
Li Ping Marianne Tsang (Singhealth Polyclinics, Singapore)

This is a book for candidates preparing for the MRCP PACES 
examination, designed to aid in the consolidation of clinical knowledge 
and skills, and its application in the exam setting. The book include tactics 
to improve identification of physical signs and diagnostic algorithms to 
interpret signs, so as to reduce cognitive overload and avoid difficulty 
‘piecing the signs together’. 50 challenging practice Consultation 
scenarios and 20 practice Communication stations, each with fully 
dialogued patient briefs.

600pp Dec 2022
978-981-126-308-8(pbk) US$98 £80
978-981-125-039-2 US$168 £135
978-981-126-198-5(ebook)  US$269   £215

M(ODIFIED) E(SSAY) 
Q(UESTIONS) FOR  
MEDICINE FINALS
With Solutions and Tips
(Volume 3)
edited by Derrick Chen Wee Aw (Sengkang 
General Hospital, Singapore) &  
C Rajasoorya (Sengkang General Hospital, 
Singapore)

There is a paucity of high-value examination-
style questions for final-year medicine undergraduates. This book uses 
true (and modified) clinical scenerios (for realism), appropriate and 
pragmatic clinical questions (for clinical reasoning), explanations and 
tips in solutions (for self-reflection).  The book includes the challenging 
and realistic clinical questioning as well as the comprehensive solutions 
(which include wrong answers that candidates may give).

352pp May 2021
978-981-123-009-7(pbk) US$38 £35
978-981-122-855-1 US$70 £60
978-981-122-856-8(ebook)   US$112    £95

OSCES MADE EASY
A Guide for Medical Students and 
Junior Doctors
by Joshua Kapp (University of Zurich, 
Switzerland), Beat Moeckli (University 
of Geneva, Switzerland), Samuel Käser 
(Solothurn Hospital, Switzerland) & 
Joe Rosenthal (University College London, UK)

The book is tailored for undergraduate medical 
students and postgraduate medical trainees. It 
is a practical guide on how to prepare rigorously 
and systematically for OSCEs, and to secure yourself a high scoring 
result. A compilation of personal revision notes, combined with stories 
about what worked well, the objective of this book is to provide every final 
year medical student with the information we wish we had known going 
into OSCE revision. It is also an excellent resource for the first years 
on the clinical wards challenged by a complex patient on the cardiology 
ward, or for those who forgot how to properly examine a patient with a 
neurological complaint in the emergency room. 

230pp Oct 2022
978-1-80061-203-7(pbk) US$38 £30
978-1-80061-184-9 US$78 £60
978-1-80061-185-6(ebook)   US$125   £100

THE BEDSIDE PALLIATIVE 
MEDICINE HANDBOOK
(2nd Edition)
edited by Allyn Hum, Han Yee Neo,  
Choo Hwee Poi & Mervyn Koh  
(Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore)

“The Bedside Palliative Care Handbook is 
a valuable palliative care resource for all 
healthcare professionals. In addition to the 
latest updates in palliative care practice, this 
handbook addresses new areas of Spiritual 
Care and Ethical Case Analysis, which are critical in our increasingly 
complex healthcare practice. With palliative care needs set to rise 
worldwide in the coming years, this book is timely and pertinent.” 

Dr Patricia Neo
Chairman, Singapore Hospice Council

344pp Feb 2022
978-981-125-099-6(pbk) US$58 £50
978-981-124-993-8 US$128 £100
978-981-124-994-5(ebook)   US$205   £160

THE BEDSIDE 
COMMUNICATION 
HANDBOOK
Speaking with Patients and Families
edited by Allyn Hum (Tan Tock Seng 
Hospital, Singapore & Lee Kong Chian 
School of Medicine, Singapore) &  
Mervyn Koh (Tan Tock Seng Hospital, 
Singapore & Lee Kong Chian School of 
Medicine, Singapore)

The art of good communication is an essential 
skill that every healthcare professional must master in this increasingly 
demanding and challenging healthcare climate. From medical, nursing 
and allied health students to experienced doctors, nurses and healthcare 
professionals, the authors with more than 20 years of teaching “Clinical 
Communication” present common and challenging communication 
scenarios and share important principles and useful phrases which can 
be used to help the healthcare professionals communicate better with 
patients and their relatives.

352pp Oct 2021
978-981-3147-41-6(pbk) US$34 £28
978-981-3147-40-9 US$98 £85
978-981-3147-42-3(ebook)  US$157    £135

MASTERY IN GENERAL 
SURGERY SHORT CASES
by Marc Weijie Ong (Khoo Teck Puat 
Hospital, Singapore), Wee Ming Tay  
(Ng Teng Fong General Hospital, Singapore) 
& Cheng Hock Low (Tan Tock Seng 
Hospital, Singapore)

The clinical examination of common surgical 
conditions has been paramount in accurate 
diagnosis and management. This book 
provides a framework for candidates preparing 
for the short case clinical component of the surgical examination.  
It can be used as a companion to other surgical textbooks and a guide 
for medical students and surgical residents in preparation for clinical 
work. It includes detailed description of clinical examination steps and 
techniques, proper presentation of cases, as well as tips and lessons 
gained from past surgical examinations. 

448pp Jan 2022
978-981-121-536-0(pbk) US$58 £50
978-981-121-421-9 US$158 £140
978-981-121-422-6(ebook)    US$253   £225
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EDUCATE, TRAIN AND 
TRANSFORM
Toolkit on Medical and Health 
Professions Education
edited by Dujeepa D Samarasekera 
(National University of Singapore, Singapore)
& Matthew C E Gwee (National University of 
Singapore, Singapore)

This handbook contextualises medical and 
health professions education concepts using 
contemporary best evidence available with the relevant theoretical 
underpinnings. Each section is developed by internationally renowned 
experts in their respective fields. All chapters are succinct and concise, 
providing answers to everyday issues and challenges using practical 
solutions. Through its unique structure, this handbook facilitates learning 
by raising and providing solutions to the questions “What”, “Why” and 
“How”. 

264pp Apr 2021
978-981-3279-27-8(pbk) US$48 £40
978-981-3279-26-1 US$88 £75
978-981-3279-28-5(ebook)  US$141     £120

REVMED 400 SBAS IN 
PRECLINICAL MEDICINE
by Lasith Ranasinghe & Harroop Bola 
(Imperial College London, UK)

The book has been designed by current 
preclinical medical students and junior doctors 
to help students develop a solid understanding 
of physiology and biochemistry such that they 
can, thereafter, better understand pathology 
and the management of disease. Containing 
400 high-quality single best answer questions, 
covering a breadth of topics in preclinical medicine, and accompanied 
by detailed yet succinct and student-friendly explanations.

364pp Aug 2021
978-1-80061-087-3(pbk) US$38 £35
978-1-80061-071-2 US$98 £85
978-1-80061-072-9(ebook)    US$157    £135

MICROBIOLOGY / VIROLOGY

MAN VERSUS MICROBE
What Will It Take to Win?
by Brian Bremner (Bloomberg LP, UK)

“Brian Bremner brilliantly captures the promise 
and peril of the biological revolution underway. 
Imagine a world where bad actors could 
write DNA for any deadly pathogen on a lab 
benchtop synthesizer. Soon this will be science 
fact, not fiction.” 

Andrew C Weber
former Assistant Secretary of 

Defense for Nuclear
Chemical and Biological Defense Programs

“Man Versus Microbe is an inspiring exploration into biology and the 
unlimited opportunity it presents for our collective future. The technology 
to enable a brighter future with biology exists, now the world needs 
bold leadership; leadership that can bring together the best in science, 
business, and government to improve the climate and food security, and 
potentially avoid future pandemics...” 

Ester Baiget
President and Chief Executive Officer of Novozymes A/S

324pp May 2022
978-1-80061-120-7(pbk) US$28 £25
978-1-80061-113-9 US$68 £55
978-1-80061-114-6(ebook)  US$109     £85

INFLUENZA VIRUS
The Inevitable Enemy
by Fu Gao (Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, China)
& Huan Liu (University of Science and Technology of China, China)

This book will guide readers through the history of the flu. In ten chapters, 
it explains Influenza in a simple way. Influenza always seems to have 
endless topics. This book introduces the past and present life of the 
influenza virus in a light-hearted way, leading the reader to review the past 
from the history of the flu, the development of the flu, human immunity and 
health, society and the country. Through touching stories, illustrations and 
diagrams, it tells the great discoveries and related advances in science 
and technology, introduces medical knowledge related to influenza, and 
reviews the medical effectiveness in preventing influenza, thus displaying 
the ongoing battle between humans and the flu virus.

260pp Oct 2022
978-981-125-621-9 US$88 £70
978-981-125-622-6(ebook)  US$141    £115

UNDERSTANDING THE 
ORIGIN AND GLOBAL 
SPREAD OF COVID-19
edited by Chandra Wickramasinghe 
(University of Buckingham, UK),  
Reginald M Gorczynski (University of 
Toronto, Canada) & Edward J Steele 
(Melville Analytics Pty Ltd, Melbourne, 
Australia)

This curated collection of scientific papers 
on the origin and global spread of COVID-19 is a unique project that 
offers explanations at odds with mainstream views as the theme mainly 
focuses on Panspermia (viruses, microorganisms and their spores, and 
cometary arrival of even more complex cellular organisms). Atention to 
the temporal unfolding scientific order at the many required levels of 
understanding — astrobiological and astrophysical, geographical and 
the temporal order of global proportions, yet regional epidemics, the 
immunologic dimensions to the infection and epidemic data, the genetics 
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus as it adapted, varied and appeared in different 
human populations.

304pp Aug 2022
978-981-125-907-4 US$108 £85
978-981-125-908-1(ebook)  US$173    £140

UNCOVERING THE SCIENCE 
OF COVID-19
edited by Vincent T K Chow (National 
University of Singapore, Singapore) & 
Sunil K Lal (Monash University Malaysia, 
Malaysia)

The ten chapters address and discuss a 
broad range of key topics including viral 
evolution, clinical management, diagnostic 
methodologies, aerosol transmission, public 
health containment measures, vaccination, pathophysiology, and omics 
analyses. More generally, the book can serve as a useful reference guide 
on many future scientific issues and questions that will continue to arise 
as humanity learns to confront and co-exist with COVID-19.

200pp Sep 2022
978-981-125-432-1 US$78 £60
978-981-125-433-8(ebook)   US$125    £100

www.worldscientific.com/page/ecatalogues
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NEPHROLOGY / RENAL MEDICINE

CLINICAL CASES IN NEPHROLOGY FOR THE 
MRCP
by Andrew James Peter Lewington (St James’s University Hospital, 
UK) & Andrew R Taylor (St James’s University Hospital, UK)

The book aims to prepare trainees for the nephrology component of 
the Membership of the Royal College of Physicians (MRCP). This book 
presents an extensive range of different nephrology cases extending 
from patients with electrolyte problems to critically ill patients with acute 
kidney injury. The case-based scenarios are structured in the style of 
the MRCP exam (best-of-five format). The authors provide an analytical 
framework for readers by organising simple detailed explanations 
for complex clinical nephrology problems in clear, concise bulleted 
lists format, supported by tables and colour figures. More than just a 
comprehensive revision text, this book offers an enlightening insight 
and dispels some of the misconceptions surrounding patients with 
kidney disease. 

250pp Oct 2023
978-981-4304-36-8 US$56 £46

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS FOR MRCP 
NEPHROLOGY
by Neil Sheerin (Newcastle University, UK)

This book is ideal for candidates taking the examination for membership 
of the Royal College of Physicians of the United Kingdom (MRCP). 
The second part of the examination takes the form of a written paper 
consisting of clinical case analysis and interpretation of data, radiology 
and pathology. These questions cover all medical specialities. As part of 
a series of speciality-specific books for MRCP candidates, this volume 
focuses on Nephrology (renal medicine) which accounts for 10% of 
the MRCP exam. It consists of a series of questions dealing with all 
aspects of this subject, similar to those asked in the MRCP examination. 
The book offers answers and explanations, which give experience in 
responding to MRCP questions, as well as providing educational material 
to enhance learning.

200pp Feb 2024
978-1-84816-654-7(pbk) US$52 £43

NEUROLOGY

NEUROLOGY AND 
NEUROSURGERY
200 SBAs for Medical Students
by Conor Gillespie (University of Liverpool, UK)
& Ameer Khan (University of Liverpool, UK)

Neurology and Neurosurgery: 200 SBAs for 
Medical Students This is is a concise, practical, 
yet comprehensive question and answer book, 
encompassing all of the core outcomes of a 
clinical neuroscience medical school curriculum 
integrated into the format of commonly utilised single best answer (SBA) 
questions. The book offers a fresh, updated perspective on the essentials 
of Neurology and Neurosurgery, facilitates dynamic ascertainment of key 
concepts, and ensures pertinent knowledge acquisition of difficult, often 
rarer neurological presentations/conditions. 

250pp Aug 2022
978-981-125-101-6(pbk) US$38 £35
978-981-125-030-9 US$88 £75
978-981-125-031-6(ebook)  US$141    £115

THE WHITE BOOK OF 
NEUROLOGIC EXAMINATION
A Beginner’s Essential
by You-Jiang Tan (National Neuroscience 
Institute, Singapore)

This book serves to demystify the seemingly 
convoluted processes behind the neurologic 
examination, with chapters focussing on 
bringing the reader back to the basics, breaking 
complicated techniques down into its individual 
steps, supplemented by clear and concise explanation of neurologic 
principles. The book discusses neurologic signs and symptoms 
commonly encountered in our daily practice, with flow-charts, pictures 
and tables to help the reader learn, shape and build a solid foundation 
in neurology. This easy-to-read guidebook is essential for all medical 
students and physicians seeking to prepare for their professional 
examinations, to improve on their care of our patients, or simply to 
understand the wonderful inner-workings of neurology a little better.

288pp May 2022
978-981-123-983-0(pbk) US$58 £50
978-981-123-923-6 US$138 £120
978-981-123-924-3(ebook)    US$221    £175

STRATEGIC LEARNING
A Holistic Approach to Studying
by Robert K Kamei (National University of
Singapore, Singapore & Duke University, USA)

“Learning scientists have done a good job 
of getting their findings to instructors to help 
them improve their teaching. But so much of 
learning is under the student’s — and only the 
student’s — control. Strategic Learning fills a 
critical need to educate students on what the 
field knows about how to learn productively. We should be getting it  
into the hands of every university student.” 

Lori Breslow
Senior Lecturer, MIT Sloan School of Management

Founding Director, MIT Teaching & Learning Laboratory

200pp Aug 2021
978-981-122-777-6(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-122-663-2 US$58 £50
978-981-122-664-9(ebook)  US$98    £80

MEMORY MAKES THE BRAIN
The Biological Machinery that Uses 
Experiences to Shape Individual Brains
by Christian Hansel (The University of 
Chicago, USA)

The development of the young brain after birth 
and the emergence of cognitive capacities, 
mind, and individuality rest on the maturation 
of a dense net of synaptic connections between 
neurons. The book describes the dramatic, 
competitive elimination of surplus synapses that occur in the young, 
maturing brain — in a process called synaptic pruning. Explaining 
similarities between developmental pruning and learning processes in 
the adult brain, it offers a unique perspective on brain adaptation and 
plasticity throughout lifetime, at times weaving in personal accounts 
and memories. 

192pp Jan 2021
978-981-122-880-3 US$78 £70
978-981-122-881-0(ebook)   US$125   £110

For more information,
visit: www.worldscientific.com
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY

NUCLEAR MEDICINE /  
RADIOLOGY/ MEDICAL IMAGING

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIATION BIOLOGY
by Susan B Klein (Indiana University, USA) & Marc S Mendonca 
(Indiana University, USA & Purdue University, USA)

The book presents a contemporary, comprehensive review of the 
interactions between ionizing radiations and biological materials, tracking 
the consequences to three inevitable endpoints: cell restitution, cell 
death, or cell transformation. The introductory narrative is followed by 
examination of larger scale phenomena including tissue responses 
to radiation injury, organ failure modes, and resultant human illness 
including cancer. It considers circumstantial radiation incidents impacting 
biological systems including radiological terrorism and radiation pollution 
remediation. 

400pp Oct 2022
978-981-125-891-6(pbk) US$98 £80
978-981-125-765-0 US$158 £125
978-981-125-766-7(ebook) US$253    £200

EGG FREEZING IN THE  
21ST CENTURY
A Global Perspective
edited by Gillian Lockwood (CARE Fertility 
Tamworth, UK)

“Egg freezing has increased significantly 
over the past few years and is prominently 
discussed at conference meetings. A recent 
study showed websites of clinics gave poor 
information regarding the success of this 
technique and information provided was misleading. This book would 
provide up-to-date data for staff in clinics to inform patients accurately 
and give a useful review over best practices related to lab protocols. It 
is useful for the fertility sector.”

Rachel Cutting MBE
Director of Compliance and Information, Human Fertilisation 

and Embryology Authority, UK

200pp May 2023
978-981-125-300-3 US$88 £70
978-981-125-301-0(ebook)    US$141   £115

FALLOPIAN TUBE
Physiology and Clinical Aspects
edited by Ovrang Djahanbakhch (Queen Mary’s University of 
London, UK & Barts Health NHS Trust, UK) & Ertan Saridogan 
(University College London, UK & University College London 
Hospitals, UK)

The last decade has seen significant advances in the study of tubal 
physiology using novel methods, and our understanding of the 
involvement of Fallopian tubes in the development of ovarian cancer 
has changed fundamentally. At the same time success rates of IVF 
have improved significantly, with the aid of better understanding of 
tubal function. This volume will present a fully comprehensive update 
of Fallopian tube physiology and provide a practical guide to the clinical 
aspects related to them. 

250pp Jul 2023
978-981-126-395-8 US$98 £85
978-981-126-396-5(ebook)   US$157   £140

HYSTERECTOMY FOR 
BENIGN CONDITIONS
by Sun Kuie Tay (Singapore General 
Hospital, Singapore & Duke-NUS Medical 
School, Singapore)

This book is written with practising gynecologists 
and resident doctors-in-training in mind. This 
book uniquely emphasizes a patient-centered 
approach to the subject, encompassing the 
indications for hysterectomy, patient autonomy, 
and the role of gynecologists in ensuring a 
safe experience of the patient’s journey in the procedure. The chapters 
comprehensively cover the principles and practice of surgery based on 
anatomy, physiology and pathology. Surgical procedures are described 
in detail, illustrated with clear colorful photographs.

180pp Jul 2022
978-981-124-570-1(pbk) US$48 £40
978-981-124-392-9 US$88 £70
978-981-124-393-6(ebook)  US$141   £115

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN BIOPHYSICAL 
SCIENCES: A WORLD SCIENTIFIC REFERENCE
(In 3 Volumes)
edited by Utkan Demirci (Stanford University, USA), Rami El Assal 
(Stanford University, USA), Pu Chen (Wuhan University, China), 
Waseem Asghar (Florida Atlantic University, USA), Fatih Inci 
(Bilkent University-UNAM, Turkey & Stanford University, USA) & 
Shuqi Wang (Sichuan University, China)
Editor-in-chief: Utkan Demirci (Stanford University, USA)

Volume 1: Emerging Technologies for 
Biofabrication and Biomanufacturing
Biofabrication aims to produce artificially 
manufactured tissues and organs, potentially 
revolutionizing conventional paradigm of 
clinical practice in treating diseases and 
extending the life span. Summarize recent 
rapid progress in this field from multifaceted 
aspects covering biofabrication techniques 
and building materials. 

Volume 2: Emerging Technologies for 
Fertility 
Infertility has become a significant clinical 
condition. Advanced reproductive technologies (ARTs) are being 
developed to treat infertility. This handbook explores significant 
development of ARTs for fertility testing, selection of sperm, oocyte and 
embryo, reproductive monitors, automation in embryology, and fertility 
preservation. 

Volume 3: Emerging Technologies for Diagnostics
Biosensors applied in disease diagnostics will not only garner more 
attention in clinical research to decipher disease biology and mechanism, 
and also, stimulate innovative perspectives in artificial intelligence and 
internet of things (IoT) synergistically, thereby their more facile adaptation 
to daily-use.

1050pp Oct 2022
978-981-122-565-9(Set) US$880  £775
978-981-122-568-0(Set)(ebook) US$1920       £1690
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ONCOLOGY

IN VIVO MICROSCOPY
by Guillermo J Tearney (Harvard Medical 
School, USA) & Andrew M Quinn 
(University of Texas Southwestern Medical 
Center, USA)

This book will be the first to provide a 
comprehensive but concise update on the 
use of the new microscopic technology across 
the major body systems (cardiovascular, 
gastrointestinal, genitourinary, etc.), with a 
logical focus on cancer. It will describe both 
the science and the practical in vivo application of microscopy and the 
consequent closer translational collaboration between the pathologist/
researcher and the physician. Contributions from expert diagnosticians 
will present a complete picture of the state of the art of IVM.

400pp Sep 2023
978-981-3206-97-7 US$168 £139
978-981-3206-98-4(ebook US$269 £215

THE POCKET GUIDE TO NEOPLASM
by Kamran Ahmed (Imperial College London, UK), Hutan Ashrafian 
(Imperial College London, UK), Muhammad Shamim Khan (Guy’s 
Hospital, UK) & Thanos Athanasiou (Imperial College London, UK)

This is a must-have medical dictionary of common body tumors. 
Listed in alphabetical order, entries include head and neck tumors, 
ophthalmic tumors, alimentary tract tumors, respiratory system tumors, 
tumors of bones and soft tissues, dermatological tumors, genitourinary 
system tumors (gynecological and urological), and lymphatic system 
tumors (Hodgkin’s & non-Hodgkin’s). Details of each cancer type are 
categorically grouped under a brief introductory note, etiology or risk 
factors, epidemiology, clinical features (signs and symptoms), diagnostic 
modalities, staging and grading (TNM), and treatment/management.

200pp Oct 2023
978-1-84816-441-3 US$73 £61

TRIPLE-NEGATIVE BREAST 
CANCER
edited by Xiyun Deng (Hunan Normal 
University School of Medicine, China),
Faqing Tang (Hunan Cancer Hospital, China)
& Thomas J Rosol (Ohio University Heritage 
College of Osteopathic Medicine, USA)

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) 
represents a challenge clinically due to the 
lack of actionable targets coupled with an 
aggressive disease course and a worse 
prognosis compared to other breast cancer subtypes. This book 
covers aspects of TNBC ranging from epidemiology, biology, molecular 
classification, to currently available and potentially new therapeutic 
options for TNBC. This book contains a range of recommended 
resources, including recent reviews, schematic illustrations, and 
information for patients with TNBC. Individuals including researchers 
and educators, practitioners, pharmaceutical professionals, patients as 
well as their family members will find this book useful.

248pp Nov 2020
978-981-3277-75-5 US$88 £75
978-981-3277-76-2(ebook)   US$141     £120

Textbook:  
Request Inspection Copy at 
sales@wspc.com
or scan the QR code

RNA-BASED MECHANISMS IN CANCER
edited by Gary Brewer (Rutgers University, USA) &  
Gerald M Wilson (University of Maryland, USA)

The roles of gene transcription in cancer have long been appreciated. 
However, posttranscriptional processes also contribute significantly to 
alterations in gene expression that lead to tumor initiation, formation, 
and progression.

This compendium of chapters from experts in the field is essential 
reading for anyone interested in the myriad ways that RNAs contribute 
to tumorigenesis: from graduate students, researchers, and clinical 
scientists interested in mRNA processing and translation, RNA-binding 
proteins that promote turnover/stability of specific mRNAs, how small 
noncoding RNAs control inflammation and signaling, roles of the 
epitranscriptome, and future and emerging RNA-based, anti-tumor 
therapeutics.

300pp Jun 2023
978-981-124-865-8 US$108 £95
978-981-124-866-5(ebook)  US$173   £140

CIRCULATING TUMOR CELLS
by Gary A Clawson (Pennsylvania State University, USA)

This book is designed to give a comprehensive overview of the field of 
Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs), which are found in blood of patients with 
cancer. It includes descriptions of basic techniques used to capture and 
quantify CTCs, and methods employed to propagate them after capture 
for downstream study. An overview of various molecular approaches 
for CTC analysis and characterizations is provided, including their 
applicability as a “liquid biopsy” and their potential utility for predicting 
therapeutic response to treatments. A number of aspects involved in 
the metastatic spread of cancer are also discussed, as well as how 
quantitation and characteristics of CTCs relate to what is known about 
the metastatic cascade.

300pp Jan 2024
978-981-120-665-8 US$118 £105
978-981-120-666-5(ebook)  US$189   £150

OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY AND IMAGING  
FOR CANCER DIAGNOSTICS
Fundamentals, Progress, and Challenges
edited by Noureddine Melikechi (University of Massachusetts 
Lowell, USA)

This is an interdisciplinary book that presents the applications of novel 
laser spectroscopy and imaging techniques for the detection of cancers 
recently developed by some of the world’s most renown researchers. 
The book consists of three parts and a total of 16 chapters. Each chapter 
is written by leading experts who are actively seeking to develop novel 
spectroscopic and analytical methods for cancer detection and diagnosis.

This is one of the few books that addresses cancer detection and 
diagnosis using laser spectroscopic tools with an eye on providing the 
reader the scientific tools to better understand the novelty that laser 
spectroscopy and imaging can provide.

500pp Nov 2022
978-981-125-895-4 US$168 £135
978-981-125-896-1(ebook)  US$269    £215

eTextbooks Available! 
Digital resources made convenient  
for your students at a lower cost.
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OPHTHALMOLOGY

REGULATION AND UK OPTOMETRY
by Steve Taylor (Stephen Taylor Associates, UK)

Detailed chapters on the Opticians Act, General Optical Council and 
the National Health Service General Ophthalmic Service Regulations 
provide a foundation on the regulation for optometry practice. These 
chapters trace the development of the regulatory framework and 
the different roles played by various organisations and government. 
Additional chapters cover more detailed issues including requirements 
for Continuing Professional Development, Delegation and Supervision, 
Contact lenses, Referrals, Case Records and data protection, Fitness 
to Practice and Drugs and optometry. These all impact on day-to-day 
aspects of optometric practice and it is important for optometrists 
to understand how the requirements in these areas may affect an 
individual’s ability to practise. 

250pp Dec 2022
978-981-126-215-9(pbk) US$38 £30
978-981-126-144-2 US$78 £60
978-981-126-145-9(ebook)  US$125   £100

UVEITIS MANAGEMENT
A Clinical Handbook
edited by Oren Tomkins-Netzer (Carmel 
Medical Centre, Israel & Technion-Israel 
Institute of Technology, Israel),  
Rachael Niederer (University of Auckland, 
New Zealand & Auckland District Health 
Board, New Zealand) & Susan Lightman 
(University College London, UK &  
Moorfields Eye Hospital, UK)

“Professor Lightman, one of the most respected 
and experienced Uveitis specialists in the world, and her co-authors have 
written a really useful practical book that will undoubtedly fill an important 
gap in the market. I predict it will be a bestseller among eye trainees 
and consultants around the world.”

Peter McCluskey
Professor & Chair of Ophthalmology 

University of Sydney, Australia

250pp Nov 2022
978-981-125-146-7 US$98 £80
978-981-125-147-4(ebook)  US$157    £125

300 MCQS FOR THE DUKE 
ELDER OPHTHALMOLOGY 
EXAM
by Anmol Patel (South Thames Deanery, UK),
Dalia Abdulhussein (Northwest Thames 
Deanery, UK), Harkaran Kalkat (West 
Midlands Central Deanery, UK) &
Peng Yong Sim (Moorfields Eye Hospital, UK)

This book contains 300 multiple choice 
questions (MCQs), in the format of a single best 
answer (SBA) from four options, for undergraduate medical students 
preparing for the Duke Elder prize exam run by the Royal College of 
Ophthalmologists (RCOphth) annually. The content is organised in line 
with topics drawn from the candidate information pack provided by the 
RCOphth. The book will also provide a full mock assessment which will 
offer a unique opportunity for candidates to apply their knowledge in 
an exam context. 

172pp May 2021
978-981-123-305-0(pbk) US$38 £35
978-981-123-177-3 US$78 £70
978-981-123-178-0(ebook)   US$125    £110

A PRACTICAL GUIDE 
FOR ASPIRING 
OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
by Sohaib R Rufai (Great Ormond Street 
Hospital, UK)

“A key strength of the book is that it provides 
useful teaching on critical appraisal and 
statistics in a digestible way and this teaching 
is applicable to other areas of medicine ... 
In summary, A Practical Guide for Aspiring 
Ophthalmologists provides a systematic approach to tackling the ST1 
interview and other tips for a successful academic career, which many 
applicants may find helpful.” 

Razan Nour
Eye News Magazine

Each step of the application process is covered, based on official 
guidance and the author’s first-hand experience. An overview of the 
OST Person Specification and Multi-Specialty Recruitment Assessment 
(MSRA) is provided. The Evidence Folder (portfolio) is covered in detail, 
with targeted strategies for boosting scores across all sections.

136pp May 2021
978-981-123-632-7(pbk) US$24 £20
978-981-123-629-7 US$58 £50
978-981-123-630-3(ebook)  US$98      £80

STUDY GUIDE FOR THE FRCOPHTH
by Sunil Shah (Midland Eye Institute, UK) &  
Paul Tomlins (Midland Eye Institute, UK)

This is a comprehensive guide to passing the Fellow of the Royal College 
of Ophthalmologists (FRCOphth), providing complete assistance on the 
exam formats — multiple choice questions (MCQ), extended matching 
questions (EMQ), objective structured clinical examinations (OSCE) 
cases and short essays — for each of the major subspecialties in 
cornea and anterior segment, glaucoma, oculoplastic, orbit, medical 
retina, vitreoretinal and pediatric ophthalmology. Well documented and 
supported by useful data and visuals, this study guide is written by 
experts in the field, adhering to the curriculum and exam structure of 
the Royal College of Ophthalmologists.

200pp Jul 2023
978-981-4295-36-9(pbk) US$59 £49

 Submit your paper to this journal.  
Recommend this journal to your librarian!

Check out the 
FREE articles 

online!

JOURNAL OF INNOVATIVE OPTICAL 
HEALTH SCIENCES (JIOHS)
https://www.worldscientific.com/jiohs

IMPACT FACTOR: 2.396
JIOHS serves as an international 
forum for the publication of the latest 
developments in all areas of photonics 
in biology and medicine. JIOHS will 
consider for publication original papers in 
all disciplines of photonics in biology and 
medicine. JIOHS provides a vehicle to 
help professionals, graduates, engineers, 
academics and researchers working in 
the field of intelligent photonics in biology 
and medicine to disseminate information on the state-of-the-art 
technique.

For a free institutional trial or subscribe to this journal,  
please contact us at sales@wspc.com

O p e n 
A c c e s s

*Please log in to your existing account or register for a  
FREE account to enjoy FREE access to the selected articles.
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ORTHOPAEDICS

THE STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO CERVICAL 
SPINE SURGERY
The Riew-Kim Manual for Cervical Spine Surgery
by K Daniel Riew (Washington University in St Louis, USA) &  
Han Jo Kim (Hospital for Special Surgery, USA)

Providing a step by step guide to cervical spine surgery, this invaluable 
covers all the major surgical procedures in cervical spine surgery, 
including tips and pearls for a safe and efficient surgery. This book 
describes each surgical procedure in fine detail. Each chapter describes 
a specific procedure, starting with positioning and surgical approach, 
followed by the technical aspects of the surgery and the reasoning behind 
why the surgery is performed with these techniques. The step by step 
explanation of the procedure is accompanied by vivid illustrations, and 
a surgical video of how the surgery is performed that is included with 
the book. At the end of each chapter, additional tips and pearls from 
international experts in cervical spine surgery are listed.

300pp Nov 2023
978-981-4578-17-2 US$120 £100
978-981-4578-18-9(ebook)   US$192    £155

SHOULDER SURGERY MADE 
EASY!
The Singapore Shoulder & Elbow 
Society Guide to Arthroscopic and 
Open Shoulder Procedures
by Denny T T Lie (Singapore General 
Hospital, Singapore)

What is causing the shoulder pain? How does 
one prepare for arthroscopic shoulder surgery? 
How does one stabilize the lax capsule in the 
Asian shoulder? 

This shoulder arthroscopic surgery guide attempts to answer the 
questions above, and was written as a quick reference and guide for 
Orthopaedic residents and practicing surgeons, with proven techniques 
developed by the author and contributors over the past 15 years. Each 
surgical technique has proven published results and thus provides an 
assurance to the readers that these techniques are reproducible. This 
240-page book is illustrated with about 280 pictures and drawings.

250pp Dec 2022
978-981-124-983-9 US$88 £75
978-981-124-984-6(ebook)   US$141    £115

World Scientific Series: From Biomaterials 
Towards Medical Devices - Vol 3

LIGAMENT 
RECONSTRUCTIONS
edited by L’Hocine Yahia  
(Université de Montréal, Canada)

The ACL or anterior cruciate ligament is the 
most important ligament in the knee. When 
it is completely torn, it can lead to instability 
or buckling of the knee. There are several 
options to choose from when selecting a graft for ACL reconstruction 
such as using autografts including patellar tendon, hamstring tendon, 
and quadriceps tendon, and allografts (also known as donor tissue or 
cadaver tissue). Artificial ligaments are also discussed since they are 
still used in Europe and Asia. This book summarizes the pros and cons 
of each graft option in detail.

404pp Apr 2021
978-981-120-462-3 US$168 £150
978-981-120-463-0(ebook) US$269    £240

OSTEOPOROSIS OF THE 
SPINE
Asian Perspectives
edited by Po-Quang Chen (National Taiwan 
University, Taiwan), Ruey-Mo Lin (China
Medical University, Taiwan) & Keh-Sung Tsai
(Far Eastern Polyclinic, Taiwan)

This edited volume comprises chapters 
written by experts in Asia, where osteoporosis 
and the related fractures have created an 
enormous burden on the healthcare system 
due to increase in aging population. The topics covered include the 
epidemiology, diagnosis and both medical as well as surgical treatment 
of osteoporosis, particularly of the spine. This book provides practical 
diagnostic methods and useful treatments for this important medical 
issue. The multi-faceted and evidence-based approaches make it a very 
helpful reference for doctors to decide the best methods of treatment 
for patients with osteoporosis of the spine.

756pp Jan 2021
978-981-122-080-7 US$228 £200
978-981-122-081-4(ebook)  US$365   £320

 Submit your paper to these journals.  
Recommend them to your librarian!

Check out the 
FREE articles 

online!

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING: 
APPLICATIONS, BASIS AND 
COMMUNICATIONS (BME) 
https://www.worldscientific.com/bme

This journal aiming at publishing up-to-
date contributions on original clinical 
and basic research in the biomedical 
engineering. Research of biomedical 
engineering has grown tremendously in 
the past few decades. The journal explores 
all facets of biomedical engineering, 
with emphasis on both the clinical and 
scientific aspects of the study. It covers 
the fields of bioelectronics, biomaterials, 
biomechanics, bioinformatics, nano-biological sciences, and clinical 
engineering.

For a free institutional trial or subscribe to these journals,  
please contact us at sales@wspc.com

JOURNAL OF MECHANICS IN  
MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY (JMMB)
The first Journal to Publish Original Research Articles  
in ALL Fields of Mechanics in Medicine and Biology

https://www.worldscientific.com/jmmb

Impact Factor: 0.883
This journal has as its objective the 
publication and dissemination of original 
research (even for “revolutionary concepts 
that contrast with existing theories” & 
“hypothesis”) in all fields of engineering-
mechanics that includes mechanisms, 
processes, bio-sensors and bio-devices 
in medicine, biology and healthcare. The 
journal publishes original papers in English 
which contribute to an understanding of 
biomedical engineering and science at a 
nano- to macro-scale or an improvement 
of the methods and techniques of medical, biological and clinical 
treatment by the application of advanced high technology.

Check out the 
FREE articles 

online!
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PAEDIATRICS

HANDBOOK OF NEONATAL CRITICAL CARE
edited by Gary A Silverman (University of Pittsburgh, USA), Jennifer 
Kloesz (University of Pittsburgh, USA), Abeer Azzuqa (University of 
Pittsburgh, USA), Beverly Brozanski (University of Pittsburgh, USA) 
& Kalyani Vats (University of Pittsburgh, USA)

Neonatology is an expanding subspecialty with recent advances 
in treatment modalities and increased survival rates. With a better 
understanding of the pathogenesis of neonatal conditions, therapeutic 
and medical decisions are becoming more complex and require a multi-
disciplinary approach. There are several handbooks of neonatology 
currently available but none of them offer a comprehensive guide to 
neonatal care. This handbook offers a unique, multi-disciplinary approach 
to most of the disease states encountered in the neonatal intensive 
care unit. It includes a special focus on prenatal care, delivery room 
management, transport, organ and system based neonatal disorders, 
a detailed approach to surgical problems in the neonatal intensive care 
unit and a guide to end-of-life care and ethical issues concerned.

600pp Feb 2024
978-981-4520-40-9 US$216 £190
978-981-4520-41-6(ebook)    US$346   £275

CLINICAL CASE STUDIES IN PEDIATRICS
by Margaret McGovern (Stony Brook University,  USA)

This book provides a compendium of commonly seen types of pediatrics 
cases that require hospital admission. Each case study is presented 
by description of indication of admission to the hospital, the physical 
examination and laboratory test results, followed by a differential 
diagnosis, discussion of the differential diagnosis, and finally an in-
depth discussion of the actual diagnosis. Study and review questions, 
which will help medical students or pediatricians-in-training to apply 
their knowledge, are also included. This book will not only be useful 
to medical students, it can also be a handy reference for pediatricians 
and doctors-in-training.

250pp Feb 2023
978-1-84816-423-9 US$88 £73

HANDBOOK OF AUTISM
A Concise Guide
edited by Diane E Treadwell-Deering (Baylor College of Medicine, USA)
& Dana L Kober (Texas Children’s Hospital, USA)

The Handbook of Autism provides comprehensive yet concise 
information about autism spectrum disorders to clinicians. A broad range 
of clinicians participate in the assessment and care of people affected 
by ASDs. Targeted towards primary care clinicians, clinician learners 
from different fields specializing in ASDs, and ancillary clinicians or 
therapists, readers will gain an understanding of the assessment and 
management of these disorders.

This book provides comprehensive yet concise information about autism 
spectrum disorders to clinicians. A broad range of clinicians participate in 
the assessment and care of people affected by ASDs. The book covers 
various forms of assessments including diagnostic, developmental (e.g. 
speech, language and communication), and cognitive and behavioral 
evaluation. At the same time, associated medical disorders and genetic 
factors are elaborated on. Readers are also provided with information 
on the varying types of treatments available such as psychological, and 
alternative and complementary remedies.

Autism spectrum disorders are highly variable and complex. However, 
organized in a readily accessible manner, the Handbook of Autism allows 
clinicians to gain easy reference on specific disorders presented in a 
succinct format.

300pp Nov 2023
978-981-4368-68-1 US$112 £93

NECROTIZING ENTEROCOLITIS
Insights into Pathogenesis, Diagnosis and Treatment
edited by David J Hackam (Johns Hopkins University, USA)

Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), described over 30 years ago, remains 
the leading cause of death in premature infants from gastrointestinal 
disease. 

This textbook will focus on all major schools of thought regarding the 
factors that lead to the development of NEC, and will address the current 
scientific approach to the development of appropriate treatments. In 
addition, this book will address the complex social, ethical, nursing 
and rehabilitative issues that clinicians face when caring for patients 
with NEC. Finally, a significant focus of the book will be devoted to the 
scientific underpinnings of this disease, and the successes so far in 
the development of novel therapeutic approaches based upon these 
scientific discoveries.

300pp Feb 2023
978-981-4725-94-1 US$118 £98
978-981-4725-95-8(ebook)  US$189     £150

MIND MATTERS IN CHILDREN
by Kenneth Lyen (Mount Elizabeth Medical 
Centre, Singapore & Rainbow Centre for 
Special Education and Autistic Children, 
Singapore)

Our mind is one of the most extraordinary 
wonders of mankind! We use it to think 
critically and creatively, it stores our treasured 
memories, it helps us make friends and look 
after our loved ones, and it can transform our 
impossible dreams into reality. This book delves 
into both the normal as well as the abnormal functioning of a child’s 
mind. Topics covered include intelligence, creativity, consciousness, 
memory and normal development. It also gives practical advice on how 
to manage children’s mental health and problems like ADHD, dyslexia, 
autism and depression.

220pp Nov 2022
978-981-125-332-4(pbk) US$28 £20
978-981-125-240-2 US$58 £45
978-981-125-241-9(ebook)   US$98      £80

PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY 
ON-THE-GO
(4th Edition)
edited by Hui-Kim Yap (National University 
Hospital, Singapore), Sharon Teo (National
University Hospital, Singapore) & Kar-Hui Ng
(National University Hospital, Singapore)

The book aims to be a hands-on and 
practical reference for pediatricians, pediatric 
nephrologists, dialysis nurses and physicians 
in training. This book is a compilation of the protocols and guidelines 
that are used in daily practice at the Shaw-NKF-NUH Children’s Kidney 
Centre at the Khoo Teck Puat  – National University Children’s Medical 
Institute, Singapore. This book focuses mainly on the diagnostic 
approach and management of conditions seen in children with kidney 
disease. 

1032pp Jan 2022
978-981-124-851-1(pbk) US$78 £70
978-981-124-644-9 US$198 £175
978-981-124-825-2(ebook)  US$317    £280
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PSYCHIATRY

HANDBOOK ON PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE
Principles and Applications
edited by Bankole A Johnson (University of Virginia, USA)

This medical handbook is a summary of the essentials needed for the 
competent practice of psychiatry, specifically for psychiatrists in training. 
Focusing on clinical practice and applications, each chapter provides a 
summary of treatment approaches that can be used for quick reference. 
Graphics, illustrations, and tables are used extensively for ease of access 
to information. Chapters that are relevant to the practice of psychiatry in 
various clinical settings such as hospitals, offices, community settings, 
and rural areas are also included. The strength of the handbook is that 
it integrates the biological and psychosocial sciences, thereby providing 
a comprehensive approach to patient management. It is designed to be 
an important text for students of psychiatry worldwide.

750pp Jun 2023
978-981-4322-26-3 US$188 165

ADHD IS NOT AN ILLNESS 
AND RITALIN IS NOT A CURE
A Comprehensive Rebuttal of the 
(alleged) Scientific Consensus
by Yaakov Ophir (Technion - Israel Institute 
of Technology, Israel)

“ADHD is Not an Illness and Ritalin is Not a 
Cure is one of the most important books on 
the topic of ADHD that has been published in 
the last 30 years. The meticulously researched 
content all but demolishes ADHD as a ‘brain disorder’ or a valid 
neuropsychiatric diagnostic construct, let alone a condition requiring 
life-long stimulant medication. The appearance of this book is most 
timely considering the large increase in the rates of the diagnosis and 
the growing number of clinicians questioning its validity.” 

Emeritus Richard Silberstein
Cognitive Neuroscience, Swinburne University

316pp Sep 2022
978-981-125-322-5 US$98 £80
978-981-125-323-2(ebook)   US$157   £125

SPIRITUAL COMPETENCE 
FOR MENTAL HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS
A Culturally Inclusive Perspective
by Jacqueline Wallen (University of 
Maryland, USA)

“Observing that spirituality, like other aspects 
of health, follows recognizable developmental 
stages, Wallen argues that it is the mental 
health professional’s task to help clients 
move through those stages spiritually as well as cognitively and 
psychologically, providing an important corrective to the literature on 
spiritual competence in the field of mental health ... The perceptive 
questions at the end of each chapter will help both students and mature 
practitioners take an honest look at their own spiritual competence and 
guide them towards ethical practices in an increasingly diverse cultural 
environment. Such guidance, and the comprehensive background on 
the subject that this volume provides, will be a valuable resource for 
social workers, psychiatrists,  pastoral counselors, and many others in 
the helping professions.” 

Deborah Sokolove
Professor Emerita

Wesley Theological Seminary, USA

256pp Jun 2022
978-981-124-319-6 US$88 £70
978-981-124-320-2(ebook)  US$141   £115

A TRIO OF PURSUITS
Puzzles in Human Development
by Jerome Kagan (Harvard University, USA)

“In this captivating book, Jerome Kagan argues 
for a Baconian approach to science untram-
meled by theoretical presuppositions that can 
foreclose discovery. He urges psychologists to 
seek patterns among variables, to be aware of 
socioeconomic, cultural, and historical contexts 
that can dramatically influence our data, and 
to avoid extending concepts beyond their proper domain. To make his 
case, Kagan furnishes fascinating examples drawn from biology, physics, 
and history as well as from his own distinguished career as the world’s 
preeminent developmental psychologist. A Trio of Pursuits is one of 
Kagan’s finest books.” 

Richard J McNally
Professor and Director of Clinical Training 

Harvard University, USA
Fellow, Association for Psychological Science, USA

Fellow, Association for Behavioral and  
Cognitive Therapies, USA

This book summarizes three of the author’s major research themes 
during a career that spanned from 1954 to present: preservation of 
individual traits, maturation of cognition and emotions, and the influence 
of two temperamental biases on personality. This book is a must-have 
for students and academics of Psychology and Cognitive Science, and 
may also be of interest to social scientists.

124pp Jan 2021
978-981-122-694-6 US$58 £50
978-981-122-695-3(ebook)  US$98    £80

LEARNING INSIDE OUT
A Guide to What Goes on Inside the Brain as You Learn
by Kian Bee Ng (Society for Neuroscience)

“Learning Inside Out will supplement existing resources that have 
variously been referred to as brain based education or mind-brain-and-
education. In my review of the existing titles, what I found disconcerting 
is that there is often little connections between summaries of what we 
know about neuroscience and the kind of pedagogical implications that 
can be drawn from them. What is useful about this book is that it promises 
to provide information, which can be very technical in nature, in a format 
that is easy to understand and from which parents, teachers, and perhaps 
even children can refer to in reflecting upon their own efforts.” 

Professor Kerry Lee
Associate Dean, Science of Learning

Office of Education Research,  Psychological Studies
National Institute of Education, Singapore

This book presents in a simple and easy to understand manner the 
inside stories that explain the outside events. Each story explains the 
phenomenon that happens in our daily life by going inside to see what 
goes on in the brain as we experience life and acquire new knowledge. 
The explanations are based on evidence in neuroscience. The stories 
could be as simple as to explain on why you were not able to pay attention 
to the discussion than your friend sitting next to you. 

240pp Aug 2023
978-981-3227-84-2 US$68 £60
978-981-3227-85-9(ebook)  US$109    £85

twitter.com/worldscientific

facebook.com/worldscientific
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PUBLIC HEALTH

RISK AND THE POLITICS OF PUBLIC HEALTH
A Critical Review
by Matthias Beck (Queen’s University, UK)

This book addresses this gap by presenting a detailed critical historical 
analysis of the evolution of risk thinking within medical and health related 
discourses. Grouped around the four core themes of ‘immigration’, ‘race’, 
‘armed conflict’ and ‘detention and prevention’ this book highlights the 
innovative capacity of risk related concepts as well as their vulnerability 
to the dysfunctional effects of dominant social ideologies. Risk and the 
Politics of Public Health is an essential reference for those who seek to 
understand the interplay of concepts of risk and public health throughout 
history as well as those who wish to gain a critical understanding of the 
social dynamics which have underpinned, and continue to underpin, 
this complex interaction.

260pp May 2023
978-981-4689-52-6 US$114 £95
978-981-4689-53-3(ebook)   US$182   £145

A CENTRE TO THE STORM
Front-line Notes on the SARS Outbreak in Singapore
by Poh Lian Lim (National Centre for Infectious Diseases (NCID), 
Singapore)

In 2003, a US-trained Malaysian infectious disease doctor moved from 
Seattle to Singapore with her husband and young family. She started 
work 3 weeks before the first SARS patient was admitted to the hospital 
which became Ground Zero for SARS in Singapore. This is a firsthand 
account of her experiences as a frontline doctor in a terrifying outbreak 
as a completely new virus swept through Singapore.

This book tells the story of the healthcare workers and patients caught 
up in the SARS outbreak in Singapore, and distills medical and public 
insights from hard-won experience fighting a completely unknown virus, 
and successfully shutting down the first pandemic of the 21st century 
despite having no effective vaccines or antiviral medications.

180pp Jul 2023
978-981-122-775-2(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-122-597-0 US$58 £50
978-981-122-598-7(ebook) US$98    £80

TEXTBOOK OF 
OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE 
PRACTICE
(5th Edition)
edited by David Koh (Universiti Brunei 
Darussalam, Brunei & National University 
of Singapore, Singapore) & Wee Hoe Gan 
(Singapore General Hospital, Singapore & 
Changi General Hospital, Singapore)

Review of the Fourth Edition: 
“The text is generally very readable, the scientific quality of the content 
is above reproach, and the content is very comprehensive within the 
confines of the size of the actual book ... In my opinion, the book meets 
the needs of the varied targeted audience, and I would regard it as 
good value for money. I would consider the book useful for occupational 
practitioners particularly those in training who would gain a global 
perspective on many of the issues of occupational medicine.” 

Occupational Medicine

The book targeted those who are interested in the interaction between 
work and health, and how occupational diseases and work-related 
disorders may present and be managed. 

1132pp May 2022
978-981-124-564-0 US$188 £150
978-981-124-565-7(ebook)    US$301     £240

BRAIN FEVER
How Vaccines Prevent Meningitis and 
Other Killer Diseases
by Richard Moxon (University of Oxford, UK)

“In this informative scientific memoir, Moxon…
recounts his career as a pediatrician and medi-
cal scientist studying the pathogenesis and 
prevention of bacterial meningitis, the “brain 
fever” of the book’s title. The author began his 
research career studying Haemophilus influ-
enzae type b, a major cause of bacterial men-
ingitis in children, and later contributed to research on vaccines against 
this and other causes of bacterial meningitis... The author concludes his 
mainly autobiographical account with a reasoned, thought-provoking 
discussion of vaccines in general. ... This book will likely interest those 
readers who enjoy learning about scientific history especially through 
accounts written by active participants ... Summing Up: Recommended. 
Graduate students, faculty, and professionals. General readers.”

CHOICE

In this must-read book, Brain Fever provides expert insight into what 
it takes to develop a vaccine. As we are learning from the COVID-19 
pandemic, it is vaccines that we rely on to fight and overcome the 
devastation caused by virulent pathogens. His message is clear and 
challenging: no other intervention in the history of medicine confers a 
greater public health benefit than immunisation.

264pp Jul 2021
978-1-80061-001-9(pbk) US$28 £19.99
978-1-78634-987-3 US$58 £50
978-1-78634-988-0(ebook)   US$98      £80

TREATMENT OF DRY EYE
by Qingyan Zeng (Aier Eye Hospital of 
Wuhan University, China & Hankou Aier Eye 
Hospital, China)
Translated by: Wen Wei (David) Woo 
(International Specialist Eye Center  
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia), Eng Hui Gan
(International Specialist Eye Center 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) & Chung Nen Chua
(International Specialist Eye Center SIBU, 
Malaysia) 
Illustrated by Li Pan

Dry eye is one of the most common ocular diseases. Symptoms of dry eye 
affect daily activities and quality of life. This book details and illustrates 
popular medical science knowledge about dry eye. Various questions 
and doubts raised by dry eye patients and the effective therapy and 
treatment are well explained. The book provides a good resource for 
readers to acquire in-depth knowledge on causes and hazards brought 
about by dry eye as well as how to prevent its occurrence.

180pp Feb 2023
978-981-125-580-9 US$38 £30
978-981-125-581-6(ebook)   US$98    £80

NAVIGATING IN A PATHOGENIC WORLD
edited by Lorie Karnath (SAB Molecular Frontiers Foundation, Germany)

The book considers the challenges of navigating in a pathogenic world. 
It includes articles and reviews from top scientists from around the world 
who weigh in with their perspectives on the global pandemic, comparing 
this to other disease outbreaks and modes of treatment. It also offers 
insight into new breakthroughs in combatting the current pandemic and 
future disease. The combination of these varied approaches offer a 
unique consideration of the current challenges that the world now faces 
as well as for those that lie ahead.

320pp Jul 2023
978-981-124-306-6 US$118 £105
978-981-124-307-3(ebook)  US$189 £150
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RESPIRATORY MEDICINE

SURGERY

EMERGENT PULMONARY 
EMBOLISM MANAGEMENT 
IN HOSPITAL PRACTICE
From Hyperacute to Follow Up Care
edited by Colm McCabe (Royal Brompton 
Hospital, UK) & Aaron Waxman (Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital, USA)

Pulmonary embolism (PE) has experienced a 
rapid expansion in available treatments, from 
hyperacute emergency care to the detailed 
investigation of persistent breathlessness despite anticoagulation 
during follow up. Whilst recent clinical practice guidelines provide a 
robust evidence base for more routine aspects of pulmonary embolism 
management, clinicians frequently face patient-specific challenges 
where the evidence for patient management may be less secure. 
Derived from the personal experience of expert clinicians engaged 
in all aspects of PE care, this book provides a practical update on 
contemporary management aspects from life-threatening presentation 
of pulmonary embolism with failed thrombolysis to the patient presenting 
with complex comorbidity or during pregnancy. General physicians and 
clinical specialists will benefit from this book.

226pp Nov 2022
978-1-80061-276-1 US$88 £70
978-1-80061-277-8(ebook)  US$141    £110

AEROSOLS AND THE  
HUMAN LUNG
An Introduction
by Chantal Darquenne (University of 
California, San Diego, USA), Otmar Schmid 
(Helmholtz Zentrum München, Germany) & 
G Kim Prisk (University of California,  
San Diego, USA)

This book provides a comprehensive overview 
of the field of aerosol science related to 
particle inhalation and its effect on the lung, 
predominately in humans. It covers the basics of aerosol behavior, 
transport, deposition, clearance, and effects of aerosols, both 
environmental and therapeutic. Aimed at the researcher entering the 
field of aerosol inhalation it provides a valuable introductory resource 
in an accessible format.

224pp Mar 2020
978-981-121-217-8 US$88 £75
978-981-121-218-5(ebook)    US$141    £120

CRANIOFACIAL INJURIES 
FOR NONSPECIALISTS
edited by Abdulhakim Zaggut (Queen Mary 
University of London, UK), Sabah Kalamchi 
(AT Still University, USA), Muhammad 
Rahman (Queen Mary University of London, 
UK) & Malcolm Harris (University College 
London, UK)

Specialists around the world have contributed 
to this unique textbook on the surgical 
skills essential for the urgent treatment of 
craniofacial injuries caused by war and terrorist incidents. It explores a 
wide range of considerations including how to work with limited resources 
and logistical problems, preparation for terror attacks, preservation of 
sight and cosmetic appearance, and also features a simulation training 
module proven to be academically successful and economical to run. 

272pp Aug 2022
978-1-80061-018-7 US$88 £75
978-1-80061-019-4(ebook)   US$141    £125

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE 
TO THE AFP
Cases in Medicine and Surgery
by Dalia Abdulhussein (Imperial College 
London, UK), Alice Lee (Imperial College 
London, UK) & Mohammad Fallaha 
(Imperial College London, UK)

The authors are three recent graduates 
from Imperial College London who have all 
secure their first choice AFP jobs in a highly 
competitive programme in London. During their 
time in preparing for the interview process, they found that resources 
were limited in the information the resources conveyed and guidance was 
based on information passed down from colleagues. Hence, the aim of 
this book is to not only explain the application process but also provides 
prospective applicants with a useful workbook presenting several mock 
scenarios to work through. The interview forms the biggest proportion 
of the marks allocated to a candidate application and hence is the key 
determinant in securing a job.

132pp May 2021
978-981-123-306-7(pbk) US$28 £25
978-981-123-180-3 US$48 £40
978-981-123-181-0(ebook)   US$98 £80

 Submit your paper to these journals.  
Recommend them to your librarian!

THE JOURNAL OF HAND SURGERY (JHS) 
(Asian-Pacific Volume)
https://www.worldscientific.com/jhs

An International Journal Devoted to Hand 
and Upper Limb Surgery and Related 
Research; Journal of the Asia-Pacific 
Federation of Societies for Surgery of 
the Hand

The Journal of Hand Surgery Asian-Pacific 
Volume is an international, peer-reviewed 
journal. It is the official journal of the Asian-
Pacific Federation of Societies for Surgery 
of the Hand (APFSSH). 

This journal publishes original and review 
articles and cover all fields of clinical and basic science research 
related to hand surgery. It will serve as a source of information and 
education for hand surgeons and interested readers. The aim of 
this journal is to promote communication regarding problems of the 
hand and their management. All manuscripts should be creative, 
informative, and useful for the diagnosis and treatment of conditions 
related to hand surgery.

ASIA-PACIFIC BIOTECH NEWS(APBN)
https://www.worldscientific.com/apbn

Asia-Pacific Biotech News (APBN), a 
publication covering the latest news 
and reports on biotechnology in the 
Asia-Pacific. Established in 1997, APBN 
offers comprehensive reports in exciting 
areas of pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, 
healthcare, nutrition, and agriculture. It is 
a premium magazine providing industry 
professionals and experts with breaking 
news and updates on biotechnology in 
China and other Asia-Pacific countries.

For a free institutional trial or subscribe to these journals,  
please contact us at sales@wspc.com

*Please log in to your existing account or register for a  
FREE account to enjoy FREE access to the selected articles.

Check out the 
FREE articles 

online!
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE / ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

DIAGNOSIS AND 
TREATMENT OF COVID-19 
WITH INTEGRATED CHINESE 
AND WESTERN MEDICINE
edited by Boli Zhang (Tianjin University 
of Traditional Chinese Medicine, China) & 
Qingquan Liu (Beijing Hospital of Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, China)

This handbook mainly introduces the diagnosis 
and treatment methods of COVID-19 in 
traditional Chinese and Western medicine. In particular, principles for 
clinical treatments, therapeutic methods and prognostic rehabilitation 
interventions for the four types of clinical manifestations are elaborated. A 
chapter detailing guidance for healthy individuals on scientific prevention 
measures is also included, making this book suitable for not only frontline 
COVID-19 personnel and TCM enthusiasts, but also the general public.

350pp May 2023
978-981-122-805-6 US$128 £115
978-981-122-806-3(ebook)   US$205    £165

THE HEALING ART OF SELF-STUDY
by Martin Lee (Tai Chi Cultural Center, Los Atlos, USA) & Emily Lee 
(Tai Chi Cultural Center, Los Atlos, USA)

The book is a distillation of years of dedicated self-study, teaching, and 
practice by two internationally acclaimed tai chi masters.  It is the basic 
right of any individual wanting to attain holistic wellness and to enjoy the 
fullness of life. This can be attained through the practice of mind-body-
thought-chi interactions, as explained by the authors. Authors are now 
sharing their secrets for achieving optimal health and youthful longevity 
with the mind and body integration. When the essence of thought and 
Chi are synchronized and finely tuned with the rhythms of nature, perfect 
harmony is established. There is no greater alignment with nature than 
when the essence of life’s processes are in peak performance.

117pp Sep 2023
978-981-3273-09-2(pbk) US$25 £20
978-981-3272-09-5 US$45 £40
978-981-3272-10-1(ebook)   US$98      £80

NUTRACEUTICALS FOR THE PREVENTION 
AND TREATMENT OF CHRONIC DISEASES
Lessons Learned from Bedside
edited by Bharat B Aggarwal (Anti-Inflammation Research Institute 
in San Diego, USA & University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer 
Center, USA)

The adoption of an unhealthy lifestyle leads to various chronic diseases 
such as cancer, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases. Despite the 
advancement in the development of drugs and therapies, the complete 
cure for these diseases is yet to be met. As Edison’s aphorism goes, 
“The doctor of the future will no longer treat the human frame with drugs, 
but rather will cure and prevent disease with nutrition”, the new era of 
medicine has started focusing on “nutraceuticals”. Nutraceuticals have 
received undue interest due to potential nutritional, safety, therapeutic 
effects and affordable prices. This book is an attempt to bring about 
the beneficial effect of nutraceuticals in human health evidenced by 
clinical trials.

500pp Jul 2023
978-981-120-908-6 US$168 £150
978-981-120-909-3(ebook)  US$269     £215

THE REASONING OF 
TRADITIONAL CHINESE 
MEDICINE
by Song Xuan Ke (Asanté Academy, UK)

This book is intended as an introduction 
to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) for 
students, practitioners, or lay people with 
a general interest in Chinese medicine. 
It provides concise and compact delivery 
of TCM’s history, philosophy, theory, and 
treatment principles. The author has approached this from the 
perspective of the reasoning behind Chinese medicine, its philosophical 
foundations, and its approach to treatment. The text is accompanied by 
clear and bold graphical illustrations to allow for easier understanding. 

200pp Jan 2023
978-1-80061-317-1(pbk) US$38 £30
978-1-80061-307-2 US$68 £55
978-1-80061-308-9(ebook)   US$109     £85

THE PATHOGENESIS AND 
TREATMENT OF COVID-19 
AND LONG COVID WITH 
TRADITIONAL CHINESE 
MEDICINE
by Peilin Sun (ICZO vzw, Belgium)

Mainstream treatment is effective, but to what 
extent? Is there another course of treatment 
available for patients who do not respond well 
to mainstream treatments? Traditional Chinese 
Medicine (TCM) is an alternative, due to its history of effectiveness in 
treating various viral infections such as hepatitis, mumps, the common 
cold, and herpes zoster. Yet although TCM has advantages in effectively 
regulating immunity, few practitioners have enough advanced knowledge 
in treating COVID-19 and Long COVID using TCM methods. This book 
aims to provide TCM practitioners with comprehensive, elaborate, 
and up-to-date information and training to manage COVID-19 and 
Long COVID complaints. Each chapter provides detailed discussions 
on complete clinical patterns of COVID-19, wide coverage on Long 
COVID treatments, Chinese herbs and its corresponding acupuncture 
treatment, provision of various clinical modifications and valuable clinical 
case studies.

700pp Sep 2022
978-1-80061-253-2 US$178 £140
978-1-80061-254-9(ebook)   US$285     £225

CHINESE MEDICINE FOR HEALTH
Holistic Healing, Inner Harmony and Herbal Recipes
by Hong Hai (Renhai Centre Limited, Singapore & Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore), Karen Wee (Renhai Centre 
Limited, Singapore) & Shan Bin Soh (Renhai Clinic, Singapore)

This contemporary introduction to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) 
is written in a lively and lucid way for the general reader interested 
in holistic healing and internal harmony. It also explains TCM to the 
Western physician: medical concepts are presented in a way that does 
not conflict with knowledge of biomedicine, helping them appreciate 
TCM as complementary healthcare.

200pp Sep 2022
978-981-126-378-1(pbk) US$28 £20
978-981-126-319-4 US$58 £45
978-981-126-320-0(ebook)   US$98      £80
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TREATING ECZEMA WITH 
TRADITIONAL CHINESE 
MEDICINE 
by Xiu-Min Li (New York Medical College, USA)
& Henry Ehrlich (asthmaallergieschildren.com)

This is a book of scholarship. Dr Li, explores 
the literature of traditional Chinese medicine, 
which has a long history of describing and 
treating skin disorders, to find therapies that 
might benefit current patients. It is a book of 
science as Dr Li and her team use state-of-the-art technology to explore 
the mechanisms of disease, the therapeutic effects of the herbs, and 
ways to make them more effective. But it is also a book of compassion 
as patients and their families recount their experience of illness and the 
road back, after working with Dr Li’s private practice.

228pp Jul 2022
978-981-124-753-8(pbk) US$38 £35
978-981-124-592-3 US$88 £75
978-981-124-593-0(ebook)   US$141    £115

SELECTED READING OF  
LI SHIZHEN’S MEDICAL 
WORKS
The Chinese Materia Medica Ben Cao 
Gang Mu
by Ping Wang (Hubei University of Chinese 
Medicine, China)
Translated by Ya Liu (Hubei University of 
Chinese Medicine, China)

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) contains 
an extensive knowledge that the Chinese nation has accumulated 
through practical experimentation and theoretical research in treating 
diseases and promoting health over a period of thousands of years. 
Throughout the history, many TCM theorists, experts, and pharmacists 
have contributed valuable works. The most representative of them 
was Li Shizhen with his Ben Cao Gang Mu (Compendium of Materia 
Medica), which was praised by Charles Darwin as an “encyclopaedia” 
of ancient China and was selected into Memory of the World Register 
by UNESCO in 2011.

492pp Sep 2021
978-981-123-811-6 US$148 £130
978-981-123-812-3(ebook)   US$237     £210

USE OF PATENTED 
TRADITIONAL CHINESE
MEDICINE AGAINST COVID-19
A Practical Manual
edited by Huaqiang Zhai (Beijing University 
of Chinese Medicine, China), Yanping Wang
(China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences,
China), Yiheng Yang (Peking University 
Third Hospital, China), Xiaodong Li (Hubei 
Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine, China) & Yingjun Shao (Beijing 
University of Chinese Medicine, China)

COVID-19 is a severe and complex epidemic ravaging many countries. 
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has accumulated rich experience 
and achieved outstanding effects in its struggle against epidemics for 
thousands of years.  This book focuses on the four oral Chinese patent 
medicines used in the clinical treatment period based on the Guidelines 
for the Diagnosis and Treatment of COVID-19 by the National Health 
Commission and National Administration of Traditional Chinese Medicine 
of China. This work is not only an important part of the theoretical system 
of TCM treatment based on syndrome differentiation but also an effective 
way to promote an even deeper integration of clinical pharmaceutical 
service and clinical medical practice.

188pp May 2021
978-981-122-787-5 US$78 £70

COVID-19 FROM 
TRADITIONAL CHINESE 
MEDICINE PERSPECTIVE
Severe Clinical Cases in the Context of 
Syndrome Differentiation
by Luqi Huang (China Academy of Chinese 
Medical Sciences, China), Hao Li (China 
Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences, 
China), Wensheng Qi (China Academy of 
Chinese Medical Sciences, China), Zhixu 
Yang (China Academy of Chinese Medical 
Sciences, China) & Qing Miao (China Academy of Chinese Medical 
Sciences, China)

As the first batch of national Chinese medicine team in China, the 
authors shared their experience of treating severe COVID-19 cases 
with TCM at Jinyintan Hospital in Wuhan, the epicenter of the outbreak 
in China. Twenty severe cases have been selected and reported in this 
book. The medical history, inspection results and treatment rationales 
have been described in detail, adequately illustrated with color pictures 
of the tongues.

376pp Feb 2021
978-981-122-874-2 US$128 £115
978-981-122-875-9(ebook)    US$205    £185

 Submit your paper to this journal.  
Recommend this journal to your librarian!

For a free institutional trial or subscribe to this journal,  
please contact us at sales@wspc.com

*Please log in to your existing account or register for a  
FREE account to enjoy FREE access to the selected articles.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF  
CHINESE MEDICINE (AJCM)
An International Journal of Comparative 
Medicine East and West
https://www.worldscientific.com/ajcm

Impact Factor: 6.005

The American Journal of Chinese Medicine, which is defined in its 
broadest sense possible, publishes original articles and essays 
relating to traditional or ethnomedicine of all cultures. Areas of 
particular interest include:
1.  Basic scientific and clinical research in indigenous medical  
 techniques, therapeutic procedures, medicinal plants, and  
 traditional medical theories and concepts;
2.  Multidisciplinary study of medical practice and health care,  
 especially from historical, cultural, public health, and   
 socioeconomic perspectives;
3.  International policy implications of comparative studies   
 of medicine in all cultures, including such issues as health  
 in developing countries, affordability and transferability of  
 health-care techniques and concepts;
4.  Translating scholarly ancient texts or modern publications on  
 ethnomedicine.

Check out the 
FREE articles 

online!
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EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL CHINESE MEDICINE SERIES

 

See the full series:
https://www.worldscientific.com/series/ebccm

VOLUME 18: CANCER PAIN
by Brian H May (RMIT University, Australia) & Yihong Liu  
(Guangdong Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
380pp Oct 2021
978-981-123-928-1(pbk) US$58 £50
978-981-123-793-5 US$128 £115
978-981-123-794-2(ebook)  US$205    £185

VOLUME 19: IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME
by Shefton Parker (RMIT University, Australia) & Yinting Li (Guangdong 
Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
150pp Oct 2022
978-981-126-150-3 US$58 £45
978-981-126-151-0(ebook)   US$98      £80

VOLUME 21: TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
by Yuan Ming Di (RMIT University, Australia) & Lu Sun (Guangdong 
Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
200pp Oct 2022
978-981-126-033-9 US$68 £55
978-981-126-034-6(ebook)    US$109    £85

VOLUME 25: RHINOSINUSITIS
by Brian H May (RMIT University, Australia) & Wenmin Lin (Guangdong 
Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
508pp Mar 2022
978-981-125-077-4 US$138 £110
978-981-125-078-1(ebook)   US$221     £175

VOLUME 26: RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
by Brian H May (RMIT University, Australia) & Xuan Xia (Guangdong 
Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
440pp Oct 2022
978-981-126-036-0 US$128 £100
978-981-126-037-7(ebook)   US$205   £165

VOLUME 27: OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY IN 
ADULTS
by Johannah Shergis (RMIT University, Australia) & Jiaxin Chen 
(Guangdong Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
180pp Sep 2022
978-981-126-039-1 US$58 £45
978-981-126-040-7(ebook)    US$98    £80

VOLUME 28: ENDOMETRIOSIS
by Meaghan Coyle (RMIT University, Australia) & Yongxia Wang 
(Guangdong Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
472pp Feb 2022
978-981-124-767-5(pbk) US$58 £45
978-981-124-737-8 US$128 £100
978-981-124-738-5(ebook)    US$205   £160

VOLUME 29: CERVICAL RADICULOPATHY
by Meaghan Coyle (RMIT University, Australia) & Yongxia Wang 
(Guangdong Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine, China)
316pp Aug 2021
978-981-123-547-4(pbk) US$39 £35
978-981-122-858-2 US$78 £70
978-981-122-859-9(ebook)   US$125    £110

EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL 
CHINESE MEDICINE SERIES
Series Co Editors-in-Chief
Charlie Changli Xue (RMIT University, Australia) & 
Chuanjian Lu (Guangdong Provincial Hospital of  
Chinese Medicine, China)

About the Series
The publication of the Evidence-based Clinical Chinese Medicine (29 
in total) is a major milestone in international development of Chinese 
medicine as a form of evidence-based healthcare. We have chosen the 
conditions that are commonly treated by Chinese medicine practitioners 
as our priorities and adopted a “Whole Evidence Assessment” approach. 
Evidence described in classical Chinese medicine textbooks are 
reviewed, many of which are inaccessible to non-Chinese speaking 
Chinese medicine practitioners. Contemporary clinical and experimental 
evidence has been evaluated rigorously, with the outcomes of clinical 
trials analyzed and synthesized using the internationally recognised 
Cochrane-GRADE approach. Updates will be conducted every five 
years to ensure currency of evidence.

Chinese medicine practitioners can refer to the books for guidance 
on which Chinese herbal medicine formulas, specific herbs, and 
acupuncture points can best treat their patient, and be confident there 
is evidence which supports their use. These publications are also of 
significant value for students of evidence-based Chinese medicine 
and for academics involved in teaching or in clinical studies of Chinese 
medicine.

Books in this series include:
• Acne Vulgaris
• Adult Asthma
• Allergic Rhinitis
• Alzheimer’s Disease
• Atopic Dermatitis
• Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
• Chronic Urticaria
• Colorectal Cancer
• Diabetic kidney Disease
• Herpes Zoster and Post-Herpetic Neuralgia
• Insomnia
• Post-Stroke Shoulder Complications
• Post-Stroke Spasticity
• Psoriasis Vulgaris
• Unipolar Depression
• Vascular Dementia
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